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NOXCO is removing
the burden and
responsibility of
managing complex
emission systems
for gas turbine
power plants.

201-675-5818 | jbause@gonoxco.com
Jeff is a leader and innovator in the power
generation and refinery space, and has
worked within the industry for decades.
He has strong emission compliance experience
and an industry-leading track record of success in the
maintenance of catalysts, power generation facilities,
HRSGs, and refineries. He has developed the NOXCO
model as the industry’s first LTSA for emissions systems
in response to the need for a true partner for power
plants and their management teams to deliver guaranteed
compliance and life cycle system maintenance.

We’re delivering
guaranteed
performance,
cash flow
predictability,
and 100% risk
mitigation through
a turnkey solution.

Bause has extensive experience in driving business growth
plus a background in sales and operational excellence.
He works to structure businesses in line with both
sustainable and repeatable growth models, always with
an eye to long-term results. He holds a BA in Economics
from Rutgers University.

JORGE CADENA VP Business Development
201-927-1006 | jcadena@gonoxco.com
Jorge Cadena has more than 25 years of
experience providing engineered solutions
to clients within the power, chemical, energy
storage, and environmental industries. He most
recently served as Vice President of Engineering and
Business Development at Gas Turbine Efficiency, LLC (GTE),
where he developed and helped execute efficiency upgrade
projects globally for gas turbine OEMs and end users within
the Power and Oil & Gas industries.
Prior to GTE, Cadena was Founder and President of Fusion
Environmental Corporation, which designed and supplied
air pollution control products within a variety of industries
including Energy Storage, Automotive, and Chemical. He
holds a Bachelors in Chemical Engineering from Youngstown
State University and an MBA from the University of Florida.

Contact us today to learn more.
844-466-6926 844-GO-NOXCO
www.gonoxco.com

